Abstract multiple distributions, and we present fast approximate al-
and Pavan and Tirthafmax = {(i, max, f, (i)), Vi}. Straightforwardly, one can pura [18] which can only estimate the F1-norm over fmax.
compute a variety of statistical measures over the dominant No previous work addressed more general norms or dissignal. For example, the max-dominance norm which is detance estimation. In this work, we use a novel sketch, based fined as Ei max, fs (i) [7] , can be viewed as the F1-norm on the properties ofmax-stable distributions, for these more of the dominant signal. Similarly, the energy of the signal general problems. The max-stable sketch is a significant is given by the F2-norm (Ii max, fs (i)2)1/2. Here, we improvement over previous alternatives in terms of simassume that signal values are observed as a stream of tuples plicity of implementation, space requirements, and inser-(i, f, (i)) arriving in arbitrary order in i and s. We also astion cost, while providing similar approximation guaransume that s is not made known explicitly to the algorithms tees. To assert our statements, we also conduct an experithat we consider (and is used in our notation only for conmental evaluation using real datasets.
venience). For 
llf where (j are independent standard a -Fr&chet variables and where Z' and Z" are independent copies of Z and means wheredmeans equality in distribution. Therefore, the reequal in distribution. 
One can also get the optimal asymptotic form ofthe coni=1 stant C in Theorem 1. and thus That is, the weighted maxima ( is an a-Frechet variable K( ') (i2(In 2)2 E2 (7) with scale coefficient equal to If I I (i.e., the Fa-norm of Here an bn, n --oc, denotes asymptotic equivalence:
an/bn -) 1, n -0oc. Hence, the max-stability of the Z3 (i)'s implies that:
Relation (7) gives, for large K 's, the exact asymptotic (10) function h. 1 Initialize PRG R(i) using i as the seed.
Since every item belongs to only one group, it is easy to see 2 g = h(i) mod G that Equation (10) (3)).
Hence, thefast a-max-stable sketch with C groups provides
Ivew o ) (w e
(1 ± C)a-approximate answers with probability 1 -G.
In view of (6) and (8) set of E* instead of R*. The max-dominance norm is the
Fl-norm of the dominant signal, that is Ei max, f,(i) [7] .
The problem of estimating the max-dominance norm can It is worth also noting here that for larger oa we expect the the sample becomes full we re-sample the existing ranges max-stable sketch to yield even better results, since the ausing a higher rate in order to discard some entries. IniFrechet distribution becomes even less heavy-tailed. Errors tially, the sampling level is 1 = 0, and the sampling rate is are introduced mainly due to heavy tails appearing in divi-1/21 = 100%. After the sample becomes full we increase sion by small numbers. These errors are more pronounced 1 by one and re-sample. The F0-norm of the stream is estifor small a since the extreme heavy-tails lead to numbers mated as the sum of the lengths of the ranges contained in beyond the machine precision with non-negligible probathe sample, scaled according to the current sampling level.
bility.
In order to to be able to insert ranges in sub-linear time,
The sketch proposed by Pavan Furthermore, the fact alone that every insertion (i, fS(i)) 5 Implementation Issues is converted into a range with potential lower bound equal to MN necessitates the use of at least 64-bit integer arithIn this section we evaluate the existing approximate almetic for large Ns (e.g., 232 _ 1 for IPv4 addresses). In gorithms for max-dominance estimation from a practical specialized hardware as well as most modern 32-bit procesperspective, and motivate the need for a simpler construcsors this requirement slows down computations ever further. tion which is much easier to implement and does not require (Notice here that for very large input domains one might be a large number of floating point operations.
tempted to map the active domain to the range [1, N'] . This
The method of Cormode and Muthukrishnan [7] uses pis not feasible since N' is one of the quantities we are imsum-stable sketches with very small p > 0. The p-sumplicitly trying to estimate to begin with.) Notice also, that stable distributions involved in these sketches have infinite even though the algorithm requires manipulation of floatmoments of all orders greater than p and in practice take exing point numbers, by nature it can work only for integer tremely large values. This poses a number of practical chalvalued input. In contrast, the max-stable sketch can handle lenges in storing and in fact precisely generating these ranreal valued domains as well. Finally, observe that in order dom sketches. In contrast, our method does involve heavyto use the range-efficient sketch for max-dominance norm tailed random variables but they are not extremely heavyestimation, the maximum value M has to be available in adtailed and can be shown to have good computational propvance in order to properly produce the desired ranges. This erties [21] . Furthermore, Fr6chet distributions can be simuis not always the case in practice. For example, in network lated much more efficiently than sum-stable distributions, monitoring applications it cannot be accurately decided in as was shown in Section 3.1. Therefore, in practice our advance what the maximum trafficrgenerated will be.
Finally, another problem of the sampling based approach we set the group size G equal to 10. The average relative is the fact that the sampling level 1 cannot be increased inerror along with the 5-th and 95-th percentiles are shown definitely. When 1 > log2 p the maximum level is reached in Figure l(a) . The insertion cost is shown in Figure l(b) . and the algorithm fails. Essentially, at that point the sketch
The range-efficient sketch (re) has better accuracy but two has to be reconstructed. This condition will occur fretimes higher insertion cost, compared to the fast max-stable quently if a large number of the input ranges are disjoint, sketch (f-ms). In addition the max-stable sketch has considand hence the reservoir keeps becoming full very often.
erably smaller variance in most cases. Such scenarios are not rare in practice. In contrast, our alIn the rest of our experiments we always report averages gorithm does not suffer from such extreme failures.
over 50 runs and keep the default values to 10 minute observation intervals, 24 hours of data, 5 KByte sketch sizes, 6 Experimental Evaluation and 10 groups per fast max-stable sketch. 
